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“Carrying The Cross Of Jesus”
In the name of our crucified  Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, grace to you and peace.

Some day I’d like to preach a sermon on all the “little people” of the gospel. I’m talking about all those
seemingly insignificant little people who briefly step onto the stage of the drama of Jesus, briefly playing
their parts, and then are never heard from again. I’m thinking of the widow who dropped her one small
coin into the temple offering and was noticed by Jesus, the little boy who offered his few loaves and
fishes so that Jesus could feed a multitude, the centurion who, at the foot of the cross, acclaimed Jesus
as the Son of God.

I’m talking about the people who rate scarcely a couple of verses of Scripture, those little people, often
unnamed, whose lives we know mostly by their reflection in the light of the life of Jesus. 

I’m interested in these little people because that describes most of us. Most of us will not merit even a
footnote when the story of our age is told. We are little people, living in little out of the way places, who
go about our lives doing the best we can, but nothing heroic, large, or spectacular.

If Jesus doesn’t mean something for the little people, then he doesn’t mean much. So again and again
some little person steps into the spotlight, and we see ourselves in that person and take heart, for most
of us are those trying to follow Jesus in little, unspectacular ways.

This Palm Sunday, or if you prefer Sunday of the Passion, as Jesus moves toward his cross and the
great cosmic drama of our redemption is being worked out, the spotlight falls briefly on a man named
Simon of Cyrene, the father of Alexander and Rufus.

We know nothing of where he came from, other than from Cyrene, or what he was doing in Jerusalem
on that fateful day when the procession of torturers and the tortured passed by him. Not a word is spoken
of him after this moment.

Yet he is remembered by name because that day some Roman soldier pointed toward the crowd on the
sidewalk and said, “You, come over here. Help this prisoner drag this cross up the hill.”

Simon is remembered by us as the one who was pulled out of the crowd to help bear the cross of Jesus.
Jesus told us, on a number of occasions, that he would suffer and die. Furthermore, he told us that we
must take up the cross and follow him. Note a couple of things about Simon. First the cross, was not
something he chose, but something that was given to him. Second, the cross was placed upon his
shoulders because a Roman compelled him to carry the cross.

On some days in the church we celebrate the saints, the heroes of faith who, by their lives and their
deaths, heroically pointed the way. On this Palm/Passion Sunday let us remember Simon the little man
who got to help Jesus carry the cross.

Take Simon as a parable for some of the days in your life when, to your surprise, you are asked to come
forward to help bear the cross of Jesus.

My friends, in my almost thirty years of being a pastor I have often been greatly moved by the simple,
unheralded, unspectacular but deeply faithful ways in which many of the people I have been privileged
to been pastor to, have stepped up and taken up the cross of Jesus.



I’m thinking of the couple who bare a child, the was borne with Down’s Syndrome, and related severe
mental and physical challenges. To the world, that birth was seen as a tragedy, an unjust burden for the
couple to bear. That mother and father recognized their son’s birth as a gift, an opportunity for them to
be faithful and to bend their lives and their careers toward a little one in need.

I recall the woman who was thrust into the middle of a dispute in her neigbourhood when the city tried
to put a waste sight near her neigbourhood, a neighbourhood which was poor and without much political
clout. This woman who had little education and had never spoken up in public, worked hard to change
that decision.

I remember the husband and wife who resolved to work at their marriage after they had made bad
decisions and lost their way and they made that resolution not because of their children but because of
a love which had been lost and their commitment to commitment. They are today happily married.

I’ll never forget the woman who worked so hard to keep the vows she had made at her children’s
baptisms. Every Sunday, despite a husband who had no use for the church and much less for God, she
would make sure her four children were in Sunday School and confirmed. She wanted them to know that
church was a good thing and that there was a God who loved them even more than she did.

Friends, I think it was the choice, of each of these people, like Simon before them, to take up the cross.
I’m glad Simon was there, on that fateful day when Jesus moved toward Calvary. I’m glad that Mark kept
Simon’s story in the story of Jesus. If he had not been there, I don’t know if I could be here.

My brothers and sisters in Christ. This week, Holy Week, we walk behind Jesus as he goes to the cross,
stares evil in the face, confronts the principalities and powers and gives his life over to the providence
and care of God. Large matters will be worked out among us before the end of this week. The battle to
be fought on Friday is huge, cosmic, eternal. On the way, a few ordinary, every day little people get called
out of the crowd to be disciples, to help Jesus carry the cross. I have confidence that when it becomes
your turn to take up the cross and follow you’ll be there.

“Must Jesus bear the cross alone? “ the old hymn asks. No. From out of the crowd, a few ordinary people
are called to bear it before the world, with him. 

That’s you and that’s me. AMEN.


